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What is Green Building?
Green building is an eco-friendly 
way to construct structures, using 
processes that are environmentally 
responsible and resource-efficient 
throughout the entire life of the 
building.

How is it Green?
In the United States, buildings use one-
third of our total energy, two-thirds of our 
electricity, one-eighth of our water, and 
alter land that provides valuable ecological 
resources. From purchasing construction 
materials locally to cut down on carbon 
emissions during transport to choosing 
carpet made of recycled plastic bottles, 
there are many green options when it 
comes to reducing the impact buildings 
have on the environment.
Building green – 
   •  Reduces the amount of deforestation
   •  Conserves natural resources
   •  Reduces pollution
   •  Reduces the amount of waste added        
      to landfills
   •  Conserves water and energy

How Does it Work?
The Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design (LEED) Green Building System is the 
industry-recognized, voluntary standard for 
sustainable building design. LEED promotes 
green design in six major categories:
• Sustainable Sites – When choosing a 
building site, the protection and restoration of 
natural areas should be considered. 
• Water Efficiency – Buildings should 
incorporate features that minimize water 
consumption.
• Energy and Atmosphere – To minimize the 
impact on the atmosphere, buildings should 
run as efficiently as possible.
• Materials and Resources – Eco-friendly 
materials and resources should be used and 
surplus should be salvaged or recycled.
• Indoor Environmental Quality – Buildings 
should offer a healthy and productive 
environment for employees as well as 
visitors. 
• Innovation & Design Process – Green building 
design should demonstrate a commitment to 
innovation and sustainability.



Why Would I Incorporate Green Building in My Home?
Taking steps to green up your home not only benefits the environment. It can save you 
time and money in the long run. There are also many grants, tax credits, and loans 
available for green building projects.

How Much Does it Cost?
Many factors affect the cost of green building projects, including the size and location of the 
project, the types of materials being used, and so on. Discuss options with a LEED-certified 
professional to find out what is best for you. Initially, the cost of building green will be higher 
than typical building, but over the life of the building, operating costs will lower significantly.
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Where Can I Get Green Building Materials?

Greener Stock
3528 Columbia Parkway
Cincinnati, OH 45226
(513) 321-0567
www.greenerstock.com

Learn more about how to Go Green at www.cincinnatizoo.org. 
Click on Saving the Earth, and then on Go Green.

For More Information
The New Ecological Home: A Complete Guide to Green Building Options

by Daniel D. Chiras

True Green Home by Kim McKay and Jenny Bonnin

U.S. Green Building Council, Cincinnati Chapter
www.usgbc-cincinnati.org

Green Source Cincinnati
www.greensourcecincinnati.com


